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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Recent  studies  have  demonstrated  that  the expectation  of reward  delivery  has  an inverse
relationship  with  operant  behavioral  variation  (e.g.,  Stahlman,  Roberts,  &  Blaisdell,  2010).
Research  thus  far has largely  focused  on  one  aspect  of reinforcement  – the  likelihood  of  food
delivery.  In two  experiments  with  pigeons,  we  examined  the  effect  of two  other  aspects
of reinforcement:  the  magnitude  of  the  reward  and the  temporal  delay  between  the  oper-
ant response  and  outcome  delivery.  In the  first  experiment,  we  found  that  a large  reward
magnitude  resulted  in  reduced  spatiotemporal  variation  in pigeons’  pecking  behavior.  In
the  second  experiment,  we  found  that a 4-s  delay  between  response-dependent  trial  ter-
mination  and  reward  delivery  increased  variation  in  behavior.  These  results  indicate  that
multiple  dimensions  of  the  reinforcer  modulate  operant  response  variation.

© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

At the most basic level, animals’ behavior is comprised of a minimum of two  critical adaptive processes – variation and
selection. While there is a great deal of research investigating the latter process, there is a relative paucity of data bearing
on the former.

Much of the literature addresses behavioral variability as an explicitly reinforced dimension of behavior (i.e., as in operant
conditioning; e.g., Cherot, Jones, & Neuringer, 1996; Denney & Neuringer, 1998; Page & Neuringer, 1985; Pryor, Haag, &
O’Reilly, 1969). That is to say, the explicit reinforcement of variability in behavior increases variability in the same way  that
reinforcement of a rat’s bar-pressing behavior increases the subsequent likelihood of bar-pressing (see Neuringer, 2002, for
an excellent review). The strength of the evidence for modulation of instrumental variability by explicit reinforcement of
variance in behavior is undeniable.

Other research has established that variation in behavior typically increases during extinction procedures (e.g., Antonitis,
1951; Eckerman & Lanson, 1969), suggesting a number of factors that potentially modulate variability (e.g., reward
expectancy, and density of reinforcement). This source of variation contrasts to that of reinforced variability (e.g., Page
& Neuringer, 1985) in that it is the explicit non-reinforcement of a particular behavior that drives these increases in vari-
ability. Though the effect of extinction on the form of behavior has been well known for many years, it was not until very
recently that there was systematic investigation of the underlying mechanism of the relationship.

Neuringer (2004) writes, “Although some previous studies have indicated that infrequent reinforcement tends to
increase variability, the effects are small and inconsistent. . . Thus, it is more important what one reinforces than how
frequently” (p. 896). While this position certainly was  defensible at the time, evidence has recently accumulated to sug-
gest that the frequency of the reinforcer indeed has a critical and predictive relationship to the modulation of behavioral
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variability.1 Recent work has indicated that the expected probability of appetitive reinforcement has an inverse relationship
with variation of operant behavior in both behavior-dependent (Gharib, Derby, & Roberts, 2001; Gharib, Gade, & Roberts,
2004; Stahlman & Blaisdell, 2011; Stahlman, Roberts, & Blaisdell, 2010) and Pavlovian (Stahlman, Young, & Blaisdell, 2010)
experimental conditions. Gharib et al. (2001) proposed a rule regarding this relationship: “[the] variation of the form of
responses increases when the expected density of reward decreases” (p. 177). Gharib et al. (2004) postulated that this rela-
tionship allows organisms to optimize their appetitive behavior (e.g., foraging activity). It is obvious that animals would
benefit from a mechanism that enabled them to exploit likely outcomes, while exploring alternative options when reward
expectation is low. But do other factors besides reward probability influence reward expectation?

There are a number of associative features that are known to have systematic effects on the conditioned response. For
example, animals are sensitive to the size or strength of the reward in conditioning preparations – typically, the greater the
reward in a classical conditioning paradigm, the stronger the conditioned response will be after acquisition (e.g., Holland,
1979; Morris & Bouton, 2006). A number of learning models interpret the strength of the conditioned behavior to be indica-
tive of the strength of the expectation of the unconditioned stimulus (US) signaled by the conditioned stimulus (CS) (e.g.,
Daly & Daly, 1982; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). These models indicate that training with a larger US will instantiate more-rapid
learning and a greater conditioned response at asymptotic levels of behavior. Additionally, manipulations of reward magni-
tude have been shown to affect the perception of hedonic properties of reward (e.g., contrast effects; Crespi, 1942; Mellgren
& Dyck, 1974; Papini, Ludvigson, Huneycutt, & Boughner, 2001), choice and discrimination acquisition (Capaldi, Alptekin, &
Birmingham, 1997; Davenport, 1970; Rose, Schmidt, Grabemann, & Güntürkün, 2009), and resistance to extinction (Capaldi
& Capaldi, 1970; Davidson, Capaldi, & Peterson, 1982; Leonard, 1969; Morris & Capaldi, 1979; Papini & Thomas, 1997).

The temporal relationship between a predictive event and a reward also modulates behavioral strength. The insertion
of a time delay between the termination of the CS and the delivery of the appetitive US (i.e., trace conditioning) typically
weakens the strength of the conditioned response (CR), relative to delay-conditioning procedures that do not feature this
temporal gap (Marlin, 1981; Lucas, Deich, & Wasserman, 1981; Pavlov, 1927). In instrumental conditioning, conditioned
behavior is strongest if the reinforcer immediately follows the behavior (Ainslie, 1974; Capaldi, 1978; Campbell & Church,
1969). Hume (1964/1739) suggested that temporal contiguity is critical in the establishment of associations between events;
the insertion of a gap in time between a predictive event and an outcome results in a reduced ability to assign a causative
relationship between the two.2

Prior research investigating the effect of signal value on behavioral variation has focused on manipulations of the proba-
bility of reward at trial termination (Gharib et al., 2004; Stahlman & Blaisdell, 2011; Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010; Stahlman,
Young, et al., 2010). Gharib et al. suggested that these manipulations of probability affect animals’ expectations of reward.
As expectation of reward increases, the variation of behavior decreases (and vice versa). Conceivably, other manipulations
of reward properties, such as magnitude and delay to reward, may  also modulate expectation in the same manner as reward
probability (see Ainslie, 1975; Carlton, 1962; Mazur, 1993, 1997; Rachlin, 1974). If these additional factors contribute to the
calculation of expectation, manipulating these variables should predictably modulate behavioral variation.

We conducted two experiments to examine the effects of reward magnitude, delay, and probability on spatiotemporal
operant variation in a screen-pecking procedure in pigeons modified on that of Stahlman, Roberts, et al. (2010).  In the first
experiment, we examined the effect of manipulating reward magnitude and reward probability; in the second experiment,
we examined the effect of manipulating reward delay and reward probability. We  anticipated that operant variation would
increase with small rewards and delayed reward, respectively. We  also expected to replicate the effect of lower probabilities
of reward engendering higher degrees of operant variation.

1. Experiment 1

We examined whether differential reward size had a systematic effect on the production of behavioral variation in
operant screen-pecking in pigeons. We  instrumentally trained pigeons to peck to a set of five discriminative stimuli (only
one present on each trial) – each discriminative stimulus was  associated with a specific probability and magnitude of reward.
We conducted a 2 × 2 within-subjects factorial design with reward probability (12.5% vs. 4.4%; cf. Stahlman, Roberts, et al.,
2010) and reward magnitude (25.2 s vs. 2.8 s of hopper access) as experimental factors. A fifth discriminative stimulus was
reinforced at 100% probability for 2.8 s to serve as an anchor for floor levels of behavioral variation, and to replicate the
condition in our prior research that engendered the lowest amount of variation. We predicted that pigeons would exhibit

1 A reviewer was  correct to point out that variability in behavior can be predictably generated through other means than explicit reinforcement of
variability or non-reinforcement of a behavior. Research has demonstrated that the variability of the operant response is likely dependent on the schedule
of  reinforcement (i.e., ratio vs. interval; e.g., Boren, Moerschbaecher, & Whyte, 1978; Eckerman & Lanson, 1969; Ferraro & Branch, 1968; Herrnstein, 1961).
Also,  there is good reason to suspect that variability in adjunctive behaviors is modulated according to different rules (see Staddon, 1977; Staddon &
Simmelhag, 1971; Timberlake, 1993; Timberlake & Lucas, 1985). The focus of this paper is solely on the variability of a terminal operant response (i.e., the
key-peck), and not adjunctive behavior (i.e., behavior during the ITI).

2 This traditional view of the effect of temporal contiguity on learning has been challenged in recent years. For example, the temporal coding hypothesis
suggests that animals learn the temporal relationship between related events (Barnet, Arnold, & Miller, 1991; Savastano & Miller, 1998). Much evidence
has  accumulated in favor of this view of conditioning (e.g., Barnet & Miller, 1996; Blaisdell, Denniston, & Miller, 1998, 1999; Leising, Sawa, & Blaisdell, 2007;
see  also Arcediano & Miller, 2002, for a review).
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greater spatial and temporal variation in operant screen pecking to discriminative stimuli associated with lower expectation
of reward as determined by low-probability and low-magnitude situations.

1.1. Method

1.1.1. Subjects
One male White Carneaux and five male racing homer pigeons (Columba livia; Double T Farm, Iowa) served as subjects.

Each bird had previously been trained to peck at the touchscreen using a combined Pavlovian/instrumental training regimen,
and had received training on the preliminary study (mentioned above) examining the effect of reward probability and
magnitude on variation in behavior. Pigeons were maintained at 80–85% of their free-feeding weight. They were individually
housed with a 12-h light–dark cycle and had free access to water and grit. The experiment was conducted during the light
portion of the cycle.

1.1.2. Apparatus
Testing was done in a flat-black Plexiglas chamber (38 cm × 36 cm × 38 cm). Stimuli were generated on a color monitor

(NEC MultiSync LCD1550M) visible through a 23.2 cm × 30.5 cm viewing window in the middle of the front panel of the
chamber. Stimuli consisted of red, blue, yellow, green, and magenta circular discs, 5.5 cm in diameter. At the center of each
disc was a small, black dot (2 mm in diameter). The bottom edge of the viewing window was  13 cm above the chamber floor.
Pecks to the monitor were detected by an infrared touchscreen (Carroll Touch, Elotouch Systems, Fremont, CA) mounted
on the front panel. A 28-V house light located in the ceiling of the chamber was on at all times. A food hopper (Coulbourn
Instruments, Allentown, PA) was located in the center of the front panel, its access hole flush with the chamber floor. Each
raise of the hopper allowed for 2.8 s of grain availability as reinforcement. Experimental events were controlled and recorded
with a Pentium III computer (Dell, Austin, TX). A video card controlled the monitor in SVGA graphics mode (800 × 600 pixels).
The resolution of the touchscreen was 710 horizontal by 644 vertical units.

1.1.3. Procedure
A trial consisted of the presentation of one of the five colored discs in the center of the computer touchscreen. Each

colored disc was  randomly selected and was equally likely (20% chance) to occur on any trial. Each response to the disc had
20% likelihood for the immediate termination of the trial (random ratio [RR]-5 schedule); off-disc responses had no effect.
The disc onset at the beginning of the trial and was removed from the screen at the termination of the trial, prior to the
delivery of reinforcement or the start of the ITI. Trials were terminated only upon the bird reaching the response criterion
for that trial, and were followed with a 30 s ITI.

For each bird, individual colored discs were associated with a specific probability of reward delivery and reward magni-
tude at the termination of a trial. The relevant experimental design consisted of two  levels of each of these variables – 12.5%
vs. 4.4% (i.e., High vs. Low) for reward probability, and 9 vs. 1 hopper raises (resulting in 25.2 s and 2.8 s of reinforcement
[i.e., Large and Small], respectively) for reward magnitude. The four possible combinations of these parameters were each
randomly assigned across subjects to one of each of the five color possibilities. The final trial type consisted of a single
grain reinforcement period with 100% probability; this trial type was  assigned to the last remaining color type available.
The inclusion of this trial type resulted in an overall reward probability density similar to that delivered in prior experi-
ments (Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010). Each session lasted 60 min. There were 163 experimental sessions, with a mean of
approximately 50 trials per session.

1.1.4. Measures
The touchscreen recorded discrete (i.e., non-continuous) spatial locations of pecks; to make the data continuous, we

added a small random value to the x and y values of each response. This method, called “jittering,” is commonly utilized to
break ties in discrete measures (see Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010; Stahlman, Young, et al., 2010). The maximal value of
this random value brought the calculated location of the response to a maximum of half the distance to the nearest adjacent
pixel along the relevant axis (i.e., x- or y-axis).

We had empirical reason to believe that we would find differential effects of reinforcement on variation along the two
primary spatial axes; specifically, response variation along the x-axis in this preparation has been found to be more sensitive
to reward probability than variation along the y-dimension (Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010). Therefore, we calculated the
standard deviations of response location during trials within session on each of both the x- and y-axes of the touchscreen;
this served as our measure of spatial variation (cf. Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010). Responses to the touchscreen during the
ITI (i.e., when the screen was completely blank) were not recorded.

Because interresponse times (IRTs) were positively skewed, we performed a log10transform to normalize the data prior
to analysis (cf. Stahlman, Young, et al., 2010; for a discussion on the importance of transformations, see also Roberts, 2008;
Tukey, 1977). We  then calculated the standard deviation of log IRT within session as our measure of temporal variation.

We were primarily interested in the post-acquisition effects of reward probability on behavior. Early in training, the
pigeons would not have learned the differential payoffs across stimuli, and therefore the inclusion of early sessions would
have been uninformative. We  measured the raw total of responses that each bird made in each session at the beginning of
the experiment; once each bird had had a session with at least 200 responses, we began the pre-data period of 10 sessions.
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Our analysis was comprised of the pooling of all sessions conducted after the pre-data period. As a result, we report data
collected from the last 143 sessions.

1.2. Results and discussion

We were interested in conducting 2 × 2 factorial analyses of variance along the relevant dimensions of reward to ascertain
main effects and the interaction between factors. Prior research (Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010) had indicated that the
variability of pigeons’ operant behavior did not systematically differ between reward probabilities of 100% and 12.5% with
a small reward, indicating that we could potentially remove the 100%/2.8 s trials from consideration when conducting
our analyses in this study. A repeated-measures one-way ANOVA restricting analysis to only the 100%/2.8 s, 12.5%/2.8 s,
and 4.4%/2.8 s trial types (i.e., varying only in probability of reward) produced significant effects in x-location variation
(F(2,10) = 10.64, p < 0.01), y-location variation (F(2,10) = 4.38, p < 0.05), and temporal variation, F(2,10) = 9.88, p < 0.01. Planned
comparisons found that the 4.4% trials elicited significantly more variation in x-location, y-location, and log IRT than the 100%
trials, all ps < 0.05; the 4.4% trials elicited greater variation in x-location and log IRT than 12.5%trials, all ps < 0.01. Importantly,
and as expected, there were no differences in variation in any response measure in a comparison of 100% and 12.5% trials,
ps > 0.10. These results replicate prior findings from our lab (Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010) that demonstrate that the
variability of pigeons’ operant behavior is unaffected by reward probabilities at or above 12.5% when reward is small (i.e.,
2.8 s of grain access). Therefore, for all analyses listed below, we omitted the 100%/2.8 s trial data and conducted 2 × 2 factorial
analyses of variance along the two experimental dimensions of reward (i.e., probability and magnitude).

1.2.1. Spatial variation
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the topographical distribution of responses across the touchscreen for the mean over subjects and

for a selected individual, respectively, during each of the five experimental trial types. As anticipated, the spread of responses
across the touchscreen is largely localized around each of the stimulus targets – however, responses are distributed more
widely across the screen on 4.4%/2.8 s trials. The mean location of responses on both the x- and y-axes did not systemat-
ically differ with reinforcement condition (ps > 0.19); that is to say, responses were centered at the same spatial location,
regardless of the trial type. Response variation along the y-axis did not systematically differ with trial type3 (p > 0.05). How-
ever, a repeated-measures ANOVA found a significant effect of reward probability on x-axis variation (F(1,5) = 9.44, p < 0.05,
�2 = 0.034), and a significant Probability × Magnitude interaction (F(1,5) = 7.31, p < 0.05, �2 = 0.007). There was  a marginal
effect of magnitude, F(1,5) = 5.95, p = 0.06, �2 = 0.028. A Tukey HSD post hoc test indicated that x-axis variation was  greater in
the 4.4%/2.8 s condition (mean = 57.2) than the other conditions, which did not differ from one another (grand mean = 41.2).

For each bird, we calculated difference scores within each of the two levels of reward probability by subtracting the
x-variation value on Large magnitude (i.e., 25.2 s of reinforcement) trials from the value obtained on Small magnitude (i.e.,
2.8 s) trials. A positive value of this measure, for example, indicates relatively greater variation on Small trials; significantly
different values of this measure across the two  levels of reward probability (i.e., 12.5% and 4.4%) indicate an interaction
between reward probability and magnitude. Fig. 3 depicts this interaction between reward probability and magnitude on
spatial variation.

1.2.2. Temporal variation
A repeated-measures ANOVA on standard deviations of log IRT scores found a main effect of probability, F(1,5) = 10.51,

p < 0.05, �2 = 0.056, a main effect of magnitude, F(1,5) = 16.54, p < 0.01, �2 = 0.053, and a significant Probability × Magnitude
interaction, F(1,5) = 6.79, p < 0.05, �2 = 0.031. A Tukey post hoc test indicated that the 4.4%/2.8 s condition produced
greater variation in behavior (mean = 0.45) than the other three conditions, which did not differ from one another (grand
mean = 0.33). Fig. 4A depicts the interaction between reward probability and magnitude in the production of temporal
variation of operant behavior.

1.2.3. Response rates
A repeated-measures ANOVA of the mean log IRT as a function of probability and magnitude of reinforcement revealed a

main effect of probability, F(1,5) = 12.77, p < .05, �2 = 0.051; a main effect of reward magnitude, F(1,5) = 8.56, p < .05, �2 = 0.050;
and a Probability × Magnitude interaction, F(1,5) = 9.82, p < .05, �2 = 0.028 (Fig. 4B). A Tukey HSD post-hoc test revealed that
the log IRT in the 4.4%/2.8 s condition (mean = −0.054) was  significantly greater than the other conditions (mean = −0.229).

It was possible that this difference in response rates may  account for differences in operant variation over trial types;
to examine this possibility, we conducted linear mixed-effects analyses of the slope of the relation between mean IRT and
x-variation, y-variation, and log IRT variation (cf. Stahlman, Young, et al., 2010). There was no relationship between peck rate
and x-variation, F(1,5) = 3.64, p = 0.12; there was no relationship between peck rate and y-variation, F(1,5) = 3.06, p = 0.16;
but there was a significant relationship between peck rate and log IRT variation, F(1,5) = 7.05, p < 0.05 (Fig. 5). This replicates

3 This is in contrast to the analyses initially performed prior to the exclusion of the 100%/2.8 s trials. The elimination of this trial type in conjunction with
the  performance of the factorial ANOVA resulted in a loss of this effect.
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Fig. 1. Nonparametric density plots illustrating the mean spatial location of pecks on the touchscreen for each trial type, collapsed across subject. The peck
density  plot models a smooth surface that describes how dense the data points are at each point in that surface and functions like a topographical map.
The  plot adds a set of contour lines showing the density in 5% intervals in which the densest areas are encompassed first. The black circle indicates the
location and size of the stimulus disc, which is centered at (0,0). Units on both x- and y-axes are in pixels. The JMP  (Version 8, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC)
bivariate nonparametric density function was used to generate these plots.

effects previously reported in Stahlman et al.; operant variation in the temporal domain is potentially explicable directly in
terms of response rates, while spatial operant variation is not.

In summation, we replicated the results of Stahlman, Roberts, et al. (2010),  who  found operant variation in the temporal
domain to be negatively related to reinforcement probability. Additionally, we found that reward size had a negative rela-
tionship with spatial and temporal operant variation. Importantly, these two factors interacted with each other, such that
increased reward magnitude results in reduced variation in behavior at a low probability of reinforcement.

This experiment demonstrates that reward size impacts operant variation in the same manner as reward probability (e.g.,
Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010). Operant variation decreases with increasing reward size, as well as with increasing reward
probability. Importantly, we have also demonstrated that the production of variation is modulated by the interaction of
the two aspects of reinforcement. This finding supports a logical extension of the Gharib et al. (2001) rule relating operant
variation to reward expectation. Importantly, it supports the idea that multiple stimulus factors can influence variation by
modulating reward expectation.

2. Experiment 2

Animals are sensitive to the interval between an action (or cue) and the delivery of a reward. In general, the strength
of the instrumental response tends to deteriorate with longer delays to reward (Capaldi, 1978; Campbell & Church, 1969).
There is some empirical evidence to suggest that a temporal delay to reinforcer delivery in an operant task may  increase
the variability of pigeons’ terminal behavior. In a key-pecking task in pigeons, Schaal, Shahan, Kovera, and Reilly (1998, Exp.
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Fig. 2. Nonparametric density plots illustrating the spatial location of pecks on the touchscreen on each trial type for a representative individual subject
in  Experiment 1.

Fig. 3. Mean difference score of the mean standard deviation of x-axis response location as a function of reward probability (High = 12.5%, Low = 4.4%;
Large  = 25.2 s reward, Small = 2.8 s reward). Values were obtained by subtracting each bird’s mean variation on Large trials from their variation on Small
trials  for each level of reward probability. The dashed lines indicate individual birds; the solid line indicates the mean across birds.
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Fig. 4. (A) Mean difference score of the mean standard deviation of log IRT as a function of reward probability. (B) Mean difference score of the mean log IRT
as  a function of reward probability (High prob = 12.5%, Low prob = 4.4%; Large = 25.2 s reward, Small = 2.8 s reward). Values were obtained by subtracting
each  bird’s mean score on Large trials from their score on Small trials for each level of reward probability. The dashed lines indicate individual birds; the
solid line indicates the average across birds.

3) observed that variability in the latency to consume grain reward was  greater when there was a 3-s interval between
an operant response (i.e., the key peck) and the delivery of grain than when grain was  delivered immediately after the
response. Other studies have demonstrated that pigeons reinforced for performing a stereotyped sequence of pecks become
more variable within the sequence when a delay is inserted between the terminal response and reinforcement (e.g., Odum,
Ward, Barnes, & Burke, 2006).

We examined whether delay to reward signaled by different discriminative stimuli would have a similar, systematic
effect on operant variation on a single stimulus target. We  conducted a 2 × 2 within-subjects factorial design with two  levels
of reward probability (High [12.5%] and Low [4.4%]) and two levels of temporal delay of reward (Immediate [0 s] and Delayed
[4 s]). We  expected to replicate findings that indicated that higher levels of variation are instantiated with lower probability
of reward (e.g., Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010). Additionally, we  predicted that placing a delay between the instrumental
pecking response that ended a trial and the delivery of reward would result in higher variation in pigeons’ pecking behavior.
Finally, we predicted that reward probability and delay to reward would interact, such that the insertion of a temporal delay
prior to reward would mitigate the effect of high reward likelihood.
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Fig. 5. Scatterplots of the mean x-variation (A), y-variation (B), and log IRT variation (C) as a function of mean IRT in Experiment 1. Each point corresponds
to  an individual session mean over six birds.

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Subjects
Three male White Carneaux and three male racing homer pigeons (C. livia; Double T Farm, Iowa) served as subjects.

The birds had varied prior experimental histories with blocking, choice, counter conditioning, and/or operant key-pecking
procedures. Subjects were carefully selected to ensure that their prior experience did not have an impact on the current
experiment. Pigeons were maintained in the same conditions as in Experiment 1.
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2.1.2. Apparatus
The experimental apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1, except for the color of the stimuli that the pigeons expe-

rienced. Experimental stimuli consisted of pink, maroon, aqua, dark blue, and gray discs. These colors were chosen because
of their dissimilarity to stimuli with which the pigeons had prior experience. All other contextual factors were the same as
in Experiment 1.

2.1.3. Procedure
Trials were conducted in much the same manner as in Experiment 1, with differences noted below.
For each bird, individual colored discs were associated with a specific probability of reward and temporal delay to

reinforcement at the termination of a trial. The relevant experimental design consisted of two  levels of each of these variables
– 12.5% vs. 4.4% (i.e., Large vs. Small) for reward probability, and 0 s vs. 4 s (i.e., Immediate vs. Delayed) between the trial
termination and reward delivery. The four possible combinations of these parameters were each randomly assigned to one
of each of the five color possibilities. The fifth disc was the same as in Experiment 1 (i.e., 100%/0 s). There were 120 60-min
experimental sessions.

Prior to the inception of the final experimental procedure, the pigeons received a systematic training regimen. For the
first five sessions, reaching response criterion on each of the five trial types was immediately reinforced with grain delivery.
During the next two sessions, the probability of reinforcement on each of the four main experimental trials (i.e., excluding
the 100% probability trial) was reduced to 50%. Following these sessions, the reward probabilities were reduced to the final
experimental levels, and the temporal delay for the Delayed condition was  instituted for all remaining sessions. On Delayed
trials, the disc was removed from the screen when the pigeon’s peck reached the criterion to end the trial. There was then
a four-second period with a blank screen between termination of the disc and delivery of reinforcement.

2.1.4. Measures
We  calculated the same measures as in Experiment 1. Our analysis was comprised of all sessions conducted after the

pre-data period. As a result, we report results from the last 101 sessions.

2.2. Results and discussion

As in Experiment 1, we were interested in conducting 2 × 2 analyses of variance across the levels of the two relevant
factors (i.e., reward probability and temporal delay). We  conducted repeated-measures one-way ANOVAs on spatial and
temporal operant variation, restricting the analysis to only the 100%/0 s, 12.5%/0 s, and 4.4%/0 s trial types (i.e., with only
reward probability as the relevant difference between trial types). We  obtained significant effects of reward probability
on x-location variation (F(2,10) = 16.2, p < 0.001) and IRT variation (F(2,10) = 34.6, p < 0.001); there was no significant effect
of probability on y-location variation, p = 0.31. Planned comparisons found that the 4.4% trials elicited significantly more
variation in x-location and log IRT than 100% trials, ps < 0.05; the 4.4% trials elicited greater variation in x-location and log IRT
than 12.5% trials, ps < 0.01. There were no differences in variation in any response measure in a comparison of 100% and 12.5%
trials, ps > 0.94. Once again, this replicates prior work (Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010) that demonstrates that a reduction
from 100% to 12.5% reward probability (with a small, fixed reward) is insufficient to produce differences in pecking variability
in pigeons. Therefore, for all analyses below, we omitted the 100%/0 s condition and conducted 2 × 2 factorial analyses across
the factors of reward probability and temporal delay to reinforcement.

2.2.1. Spatial variation
Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the topographical distribution of responses across the touchscreen for the mean over subjects and

for a selected individual, respectively, during each of the five trial types. Responses for the 12.5%/0 s trial type are noticeably
more concentrated about the disc than each of the other three conditions. As in Experiment 1, the mean location of responding
on the x-axis did not differ across reinforcement condition (p > 0.20). There was a main effect of delay on the mean spatial
location of responding along the y-axis, F(1,5) = 10.38, p < 0.05, but no effect of reward probability nor interaction, ps > 0.23;
the spatial location of the peck response was lower on the touchscreen on delay trials (mean = 41.0 pixels below the center
of the stimulus target) than on immediate trials (mean = 26.9).

We found a significant main effect of reward probability (F(1,5) = 6.81, p < 0.05, �2 = 0.086), reward delay (F(1,5) = 19.1,
p < 0.01, �2 = 0.096), and a significant Probability × Delay interaction, F(1,5) = 23.6, p < 0.01, �2 = 0.038. A Tukey HSD post hoc
test indicated that the 12.5%/0 s condition (mean = 46.0) produced a smaller amount of variation as compared to the other
three conditions, which did not differ from one another (mean = 80.1). Fig. 8 depicts the interaction of the experimental
factors.

2.2.2. Temporal variation
A repeated-measures ANOVA found significant main effects of reward probability (F(1,5) = 12.96, p < 0.05, �2 = 0.047) and

reward delay (F(1,5) = 15.83, p < 0.05, �2 = 0.031) on temporal operant variation, as well as a significant Probability × Delay
interaction, F(1,5) = 20.8, p < 0.01, �2 = 0.020. A Tukey HSD post-hoc test indicated that the 12.5%/0 s condition (mean = 0.30)
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Fig. 6. Peck density plots for each of the four trial combinations in Experiment 2 illustrating the mean spatial location across subjects. The black circle
indicates the location and size of the stimulus disc, which is centered at (0,0). Units on both x- and y-axes are in pixels.

produced significantly reduced operant variation compared to the other three conditions, which did not differ from one
another (mean = 0.39; see Fig. 9A).

2.2.3. Response rates
The effect of delay to reinforcement on log interresponse time was significant, F(1,5) = 8.61, p < 0.05, �2 = 0.048, with 0-s

delay trials producing greater rates of response than 4-s delay trials. We  also obtained a significant interaction between the
probability and delay of reinforcement, F(1,5) = 20.20, p < 0.01, �2 = 0.023. A Tukey HSD test revealed that the response rate
on 12.5%/0 s trials (mean = −0.22) was significantly lower than the rates during the other three stimuli (mean = −0.09), all of
which did not differ from one another (p < 0.05; see Fig. 9B).

As in Experiment 1, we conducted linear mixed-effect analyses of the slope of the relation between the mean IRT and x-,
y-, and IRT variation in behavior. As in Experiment 1, we found that response rates have a significantly predictive relationship
with temporal variation (F(1,5) = 21.2, p < 0.01), but not with x-variation (F(1,5) = 3.11, p = 0.15) nor y-variation, F(1,5) = 1.25,
p = 0.33 (Fig. 10). This indicates that although our temporal variability measures may  be explicable in terms of differential
response rates, spatial variability is not.

This experiment demonstrates that the spatiotemporal variation of operant behavior is modulated by temporal delay to
reinforcement. The insertion of a 4-s delay between the termination of a trial and delivery of reward increased the spread
of behavior in both the temporal and spatial domains. Critically, we obtained the key interaction between probability and
delay to reinforcement – we found that delay to reinforcement only increased operant variation on high-probability trials.
On low-probability trials, inserting a delay to reinforcement did not increase variation beyond levels measured on trials
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Fig. 7. Nonparametric density plots illustrating the spatial location of pecks on the touchscreen on each trial type for a representative subject in Experiment
2.

with immediate reinforcement – presumably because operant variation was already at ceiling levels in the low-probability,
immediate reward condition (see Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010).

The results of this experiment are especially interesting considering that the key novel manipulation (i.e., temporal delay)
was not one that ultimately affected the overall reward density that the birds experienced. Of course, there have been many
studies that have demonstrated that delay to reinforcement does affect response strength (e.g., Grice, 1948; Lucas et al.,
1981); however, most studies have not explicitly examined the topic of operant variation. Other manipulations that have
investigated operant variation and expectation have focused on differential probability of reinforcement (Gharib et al., 2001,
2004; Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010).

3. General discussion

Over two experiments, we illustrated that operant variation in both spatial and temporal domains is modulated by reward
probability, magnitude, and delay to reinforcement. Our findings replicate previous work that explored the modulation
of variation by reward probability. Prior work has illustrated that the strength of behavior (e.g., response rate, response
probability) is directly related to the interplay between these dimensions of the reinforcing stimulus (Green, Fisher, Perlow,
& Sherman, 1981; Davidson, Capaldi, & Myers, 1980; Leon & Gallistel, 1998; Minamimoto, La Camera, & Richmond, 2009;
Perkins, 1970; Shapiro, Siller, &Kacelnik, 2008). To our knowledge, this is the first systematic study explicitly investigating
the interaction of reward probability with reward magnitude and temporal delay specifically on the production of operant
variation.
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Fig. 8. Mean difference score of the mean standard deviation of x-axis response location as a function of reward probability (High prob = 12.5%, Low
prob  = 4.4%; Imm  = 0-s delay, Del = 4-s delay). Values were obtained by subtracting each bird’s mean variation on Immediate trials from their variation on
Delayed trials for each level of reward probability. The dashed lines indicate individual birds; the solid line indicates the mean across birds.

3.1. On the causal relationship of strength and variation

The same factors that influence operant response strength (e.g., the magnitude or probability of reward) also influence
the variation of that response. Recognizing this correlation does not imply a causal structure to the relationship. In prior
work (Stahlman, Young, et al., 2010), reviewers have suggested that a simple reduction in response strength could explain
the increase in behavioral variation. We  believe that this logic, albeit reasonable, is incomplete. After all, it is conceivable
that causal direction could just as likely go in the opposite direction – in other words, animals may  increase the variation of
their foraging behavior when confronted with less-than-favorable odds of success, and that this increase in variation is the
origin for a decreased response rate. The relationship between behavioral variability and response rate is not a simple or
fixed relationship. Some research has found a correlation between increased variability and decreased response rate (e.g.,
Gharib et al., 2004; Neuringer, Kornell, & Olufs, 2001; Stahlman, Young, et al., 2010). Other work has found that variability
can increase in the absence of change in response rate (Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010), while there are yet other data to
indicate that reduced response rates have negligible effects on behavioral variability (Grunow & Neuringer, 2002; Wagner
& Neuringer, 2006). These findings clearly indicate that it is possible, under some circumstances, to dissociate the rate of
response from the variability of the response. As such, the most appropriate synopsis of the principal findings of the current
paper is that the multiple relevant factors of the expected outcome modulate both the variation and the rate of the pecking
response. Indeed, analyses from both Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that although the strength of the operant (i.e., response
rate) has a significantly predictive relationship with temporal variation (i.e., standard deviation of log IRT), it is not predictive
of spatial variation (i.e., standard deviation of x- or y-location of responses).

A current account of response strength, the behavioral momentum model (e.g., Nevin, 1984, 1992; Nevin, Mandell, &Atak,
1983; see Nevin & Grace, 2000, for a review), provides a clear framework to understand the relevant differences between
response rate and variability in behavior. The model suggests that while response rate is indicative of the response–reinforcer
relationship (i.e., an instrumental relationship), the resistance of a particular behavior to change is indicative of the strength
of stimulus–outcome relations (i.e., a Pavlovian relationship). These two aspects of behavior are readily dissociable (e.g.,
Nevin, Tota, Torquato, & Shull, 1990). Our experimental results, discussed in terms of the behavioral momentum model,
would indicate that the differences we obtained in response rates over trial types is due to the instrumental contingency
between the key-peck response and the subsequent level of reinforcement; however, the differences in variability of the
response may  instead be attributable to the differences between individual target stimuli with respect to their relation-
ship to reinforcement. Behavior under comparatively low-reward conditions has been found to be less resistant to change
than behavior under high-reward conditions; variability in behavior on low-reward trials may  therefore be explicable in
terms of a reduced resistance to change in those behaviors relative to behavior that is engendered by high-reward condi-
tions. This account suggests that differences (both interoceptive and exteroceptive) in experimental circumstances, across
and within sessions, may  have a comparatively larger effect on modifying behavior on low-reward trials. This would
result in relatively high variability on low-reward trials, while high reward trials would remain relatively stable over
varying conditions.
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Fig. 9. (A) Mean difference score of the mean standard deviation of log IRT as a function of reward probability. (B) Difference of the mean log IRT as a
function of reward probability (High prob = 12.5%, Low prob = 4.4%; Imm  = 0-s delay, Del = 4-s delay). Values were obtained by subtracting each bird’s mean
score  on Immediate trials from their score on Delayed trials for each level of reward probability. The dashed lines indicate individual birds; the solid line
indicates the average across birds.

3.2. Modulation of variability by multiple reward factors

The idea that conditioned behavior is dependent on a variety of reward outcome factors is not new. A review of the
literature led Tolman (1932) to suggest that the strength of performance is dependent on reward expectation (though
he declined to elucidate how these expectations were formed). In an early theory of learning, Hull (1943) described S-R
habit strength as modulating the amount and delay of reinforcement; the model suggests that large rewards and short
delays engender greater response strength. In an early theory with cognitive undertones, Pavlov (1927) suggested that
excitatory learning occurred when a CS became a surrogate for the presentation of the US. Konorski (1967) echoed this idea
and reaffirmed the importance of the ability for the CS to elicit a representation of the US through the CS–US association.
Konorski recognized that stimulus events (e.g., Pavlovian CSs and instrumental discriminative stimuli) are not unitary in
nature, but instead are multifaceted – consisting of specific sensory features of the reward and their affective components
(see also Balleine, 2001; Dickinson & Balleine, 1994). Konorski also suggested that the strength and form of conditioned
behavior was determined by the interplay between these individual stimulus factors, effectively foreshadowing the findings
we have discussed at length within the body of this paper.
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Fig. 10. Scatterplots of the mean x-variation (A), y-variation (B), and log IRT variation (C) as a function of mean IRT in Experiment 2. Each point corresponds
to  an individual session mean over six birds.

In our experiments, the pigeons discriminated between stimuli based on their predictive value with respect to reward
probability (Experiments 1 & 2; see also Stahlman, Roberts, et al., 2010; Stahlman, Young, et al., 2010), reward magnitude
(Experiment 1), and delay to reinforcement (Experiment 2). Importantly, operant variation is dependent on the interac-
tion between these stimulus dimensions. These results, found in a novel response measure, add validity to the classic
understanding that reward expectation is dependent on the multiple relevant stimulus factors of the outcome.

3.3. Summary

Our findings demonstrate that operant variation is modulated by a host of associative factors, including the probability,
magnitude, and timing of reward. Specifically, these two experiments support and extend the Gharib et al. (2001) rule
relating reward expectation and variation to reward magnitude and delay to reinforcement. In each case, we found that a
reduction in reward expectancy resulted in an increase in the spatial and temporal distribution of operant responding to
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the discriminative stimulus. These results have implications for the study of foraging behavior and appetitive behavior in
general.
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